
Infusion of Sustainability into classes taught during the fall and spring of 2005-06 by Galen 

L. Baril (203 AMH, X4270, baril@scranton.edu) using non-explicit, “hidden curriculum” material: 

 

Psych 330 - Research Methods in the Behavioral Sciences (see attached syllabus) – Spring only 

 

This is a sophomore level course required of psychology majors.  I illustrated the development, 

administration, and analysis of an attitude scale using environmental sustainability as the attitudinal 

object.  Students suggested initial items which were administered to the class (see attached) and item 

analyzed.  The items with a high item-total correlation were included on a questionnaire (see attached) 

which the methods students administered to a quota sample of University students with a proportional 

representation of year in school and sex.  The data were then analyzed in class to determine the 

relationship of sustainability attitudes to demographic and personality variables.  The data set was also 

used to illustrate inferential statistics and other statistical techniques such as factor analysis throughout 

the rest of the semester. 

 

Psych 110 - Fundamentals of Psychology (see attached syllabus) – Fall Only 

 

This is a freshman level course for non-psychology majors (a special section is taught for psychology 

majors only).  The Research Methods sustainability attitude survey and the results of the data analysis 

from the spring of 05 were used to illustrate survey research and simple data analysis techniques.  In 

addition, in the Personality section of the class, all students were required to take the online Ecological 

Footprint Quiz to illustrate the measurement of a behavioral attribute.  The measure and its 

interpretation were discussed. 

 

Psych 210 - Statistics in the Behavioral Sciences (see attached syllabus) – Fall and Spring 

 

This is a sophomore through senior level course required of psychology and other majors.  The 

Research Methods sustainability attitude survey and the results of the data analysis from the spring of 

05 were used to illustrate data analysis techniques and interpretation. 

 

Psych 220 - Social Psychology – Fall and Spring 

 

This is a sophomore through senior level course taken by a variety of majors.  The Research Methods 

sustainability attitude survey and the results of the data analysis from the spring of 05 were used to 

illustrate survey research and simple data analysis techniques in the first week of the class.  Also, 

additional readings sections of the text book were emphasized that had sustainability themes such as 

increasing water conservation, manipulating perceived norms to reduce litter, and factors related to 

increasing recycling.  Next year, I will be using a text book that has a whole chapter on sustainability 

and using the Ecological Footprint Quiz in a discussion of morality.  
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Research Methods in the Behavioral Sciences 
(REVISED) 

Psychology 330 - Spring 2006 - MWF 2:00 - Hyland 102 
 

INSTRUCTOR:  G. L. Baril, baril@uofs.edu, AMH 203, 941-4270  -  Office Hours: MW 3:00, TuTh 2:30 
 

TEXT: Schweigert, W. A. (2006).  Research Methods in Psychology:  A Handbook.  Long Grove, Illinois: 

Waveland Press.  Handouts will also be provided as required reading. 
 

GOALS:  To increase knowledge of the basic concepts, methods, & problems in behavioral research (Learning Facts, 

Principles, the Process of Gaining New Knowledge, & to Improve Thinking & Problem-solving Skills). 
 

RESEARCH ETHICS CERTIFICATION:  A Course Completion Report for 7 CITI Research Subjects modules is 

due by 24
th

 (www.citiprogram.org).  Required for survey study & on exams.  
 

SURVEY STUDY:  During the weeks of March 13
th

 & 20th, the class will develop and administer a survey 

questionnaire.  The administration will involve contacting 4 survey participants representative of gender and year in 

school.  Inadequate completion of the survey study/ethics certification results in a GPA reduction up to .25. 
 

QUIZZES:  There will be a 12 item multiple choice quiz each week (except exam weeks) covering previous text, 

lecture, and handout material.  There will be 3 quiz grades, each based on 3 or 4 quizzes.  The quizzes will count a 

total of 22% of the course grade.  For missed quizzes, see below. 
 

EXAMS:  There will be 3 multiple choice, short answer, & fill-in examinations: Two on the dates below & 1 during 

the final exam period.  The last exam will cover material from the 1st two.  They will be based on the text, handouts 

& lecture material.  The 1st two exams will each count 23% of the course grade.  The last exam will count 32%.  

Unless there is a documented emergency, a missed quiz/exam receives the lowest score on that quiz/exam in the class 

or 30% of the highest score, whichever is lowest. 
 

GRADES:  Exam & quiz grades are determined by the highest score in the class (or 90% of the maximum possible 

score, whichever is higher) which receives a grade point value of 4.66.  Half of that score receives a 1.00.  

Intermediate values are determined by interpolation.  The University's grade point system is:  A (4.00)(4.00-4.66 in 

this course), A- (3.67-3.99), B+ (3.33-3.66), B (3.00-3.32), B- (2.67-2.99), C+ (2.33-2.66), C (2.00-2.32), C- (1.67-

1.99), D+ (1.33-1.66), D (1.00-1.32), F(0-.99). 
 

CUT (DISRUPTION) POLICY:  Unless excused, missing part of a class reduces the overall grade by .1 
 

HONESTY: "Integrity in intellectual activity is an indispensable prerequisite for membership in any academic 

community" (U. of S. Code of Conduct). 
 

WEEK    TOPIC     ASSIGNMENT 
 

Jan 30 (1)   Scientific Research     Ch 1 & 3 

   6 (2)   Scientific Research (continued) & Statistics  Ch 4   

 13 (3)   Statistics (continued) & Ethics   Ch 2 

 20 (4)   Observational Studies     Ch 8 

 27 (5)   Observational Studies (continued) 

Mar   6 (6)   EXAM 1;  Archival Studies    Ch 12     

 13 (7)   Survey Research     Ch 9 

 20 (8)   Survey Research (continued) 

 27 (9)   Experiments:  2 Group    Ch 5 

Apr   3 (10)   Factorial Studies     Ch 7 

 10 (-WThF)  Repeated Measures Studies    Ch 6 

 17 (-MTu)  Repeated Measures Studies (continued) 

 24 (12)   EXAM 2;  Single Subject Studies   Ch 11 

May   1 (13)   Quasi-Experimental & Evaluation Studies  Ch 10 

   8 (14)   Pseudo Science & Science History & Philosophy  Additional Readings 



Please indicate your opinion by circling one number for each statement: 
 

1=Strongly Disagree          2=Disagree          3=Neutral          4=Agree          5=Strongly Agree 
 

 1. You should still try to recycle even if recycling bins are not readily available ............................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 2 People should use throw-away bottles to save time ............................................................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 3. Recycling is a choice so people should not be required to recycle................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 4. To save energy, students should not be allowed to regulate their dorm room temperature .... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 5. People should be paid for recycling cans and bottles ......................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 6. People should always spellcheck and proofread work before printing to save paper ................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 7. Motor companies are wasting money on developing hybrid cars ................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 8. It is OK to use through away utensils instead of metal even though it is a little wasteful ......... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

 9. It is NOT necessary to make laws to promote sustainability ........................................................... 1  2  3  4  5  
 

10. All cars should be hybrid or run on different fuel to lessen air pollution .................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

11. People need to be made aware of how pollution affects the ozone layer ...................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

12. In order to decrease pollution gas prices should increase. ....................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

13. You should always turn the water off while brushing your teeth ............................................................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

14. Drilling for oil is necessary to sustain low costs for gas ............................................................................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

15. Leaving lights on in rooms doesn't waste a significant amount energy ................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

16. Co-Workers should be required to car-pool to work during the week ................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

17. Items from recycled materials are usually of low quality ................................................................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

18. SUV are special purpose vehicles and shouldn't be required to meet car pollution standards ............ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

19. Companies that pollute the air should be severely fined .......................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

20. The dangers of global warming a greatly exaggerated ............................................................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

21. The government is not doing enough to stop pollution ............................................................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

22. Trees are a renewal resource so don't need protection  ............................................................................ 1  2  3  4  5 
 

23. Sustainability is not receiving enough attention from the media ................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

24. Home owners should be penalized for watering their grass a lot in the summer time ............. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

25. Raising gas prices to decrease pollution hurts poor people. ..................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

26. People should use scrap paper which otherwise would have been thrown away ................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

27. Leaving water running while brushing teeth doesn't waste a significant amount of water .................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

28. Drilling for oil in Alaska threatens wildlife and their right to live .......................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

29. Whenever you leave an empty room you should turn off the light to conserve energy ......................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

30. Requiring workers to car-pool violates their rights .................................................................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

31 A per-bag fee for garbage removal would be too much of a hassle. ............................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

32. SUVs should be required to meet regular car pollution standards ......................................................... 1  2  3  4  5  
 

33. Companies that pollute often provide offsetting community services such as employment .................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

34. Global warming is a serious environmental threat ................................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

35. Current penalties for businesses that pollute are sufficient ..................................................................... 1  2  3  4  5  
 

36. Trees need to be protected since they are important for the environment ............................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

37. Sustainability is receiving too much attention from the media ...................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 
 

38. Teachers should save paper by single spacing test questions .......................................................... 1  2  3  4  5  
 

39. People need to be able to water their grass particularly during a drought ................................. 1  2  3  4  5 
 

40. An award should be given each semester to students who does the most for sustainability .... 1  2  3  4  5 



 

 OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

 

This survey is about your opinions & self-perceptions & is COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS 
 

Year in    __Freshman     __Sophomore          Major:_____________________________ 

School:    __Junior           __Senior     

                      Gender:   __Female     __Male 

Voter        __Democrat           __Republican         

Registration:    __No Affiliation     __Other          Home: __Rural    __Suburban    __Urban 

 

Circle the number which most represents your opinion about each of the statements. 
 

1 = Strongly Disagree     2 = Disagree     3 = Neutral     4 = Agree     5 = Strongly Agree 
 

 

  1 People should be willing to pay higher prices to protect the environment ................ 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  2 Recycling is a choice so people should not be required to recycle .............................. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  3 Auto manufacturers are wasting money on developing hybrid cars ......................... 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  4 We need stricter laws and regulations to protect the environment ........................... 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  5 It’s ok to use throwaway utensils instead of metal even though it’s a little wasteful 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  6 You should always turn the water off while brushing your teeth .............................. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  7 Companies that pollute the air should be severely fined  ............................................ 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  8 The dangers of global warming are greatly exaggerated ............................................ 1  2  3  4  5 

 

  9 Home owners should be penalized for watering their grass a lot in the summer  .... 1  2  3  4  5 

 

10 Drilling for oil in Alaska threatens wildlife and their right to live ............................. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

11 Requiring workers to car-pool violates their rights ..................................................... 1  2  3  4  5 

 

12 SUVs are special purpose vehicles so shouldn’t be required to meet car standards 1  2  3  4  5  

 

13 All cars should be hybrid or run on different fuel to lessen air pollution ................. 1  2  3  4  5 

 

14 Teachers should save paper by single spacing test questions ..................................... 1  2  3  4  5 

 

15 Leaving lights on in rooms doesn’t waste a significant amount of energy ................ 1  2  3  4  5 

 



 

 

 

Circle the number which most represents your self-perceptions. 
 

1= Strongly   2= Moderately   3= In the Middle   4= Moderately   5= Strongly  
 

 

                                TALKATIVE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  SILENT 
 

 

                                  IRRITABLE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  GOOD NATURED 
 

 

                            RESPONSIBLE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  UNDEPENDABLE 
 

 

                                        ANXIOUS  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  CALM 
 

 

                                  RECLUSIVE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  SOCIABLE 
 

 

                            MILD/GENTLE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  HEADSTRONG 
 

 

                              CARELESS  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  NEAT/TIDY 
 

 

                                        RELAXED  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  TENSE/NERVOUS 
 

 

                          ADVENTUROUS  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  CAUTIOUS     
 

 

                            NEGATIVISTIC  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  COOPERATIVE  
 

 

                       PERSEVERING  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  QUITTING/FICKLE 
 

 

                             EXCITABLE  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  COMPOSED     
 

 

                                            LIBERAL  1.........2.........3.........4.........5  CONSERVATIVE 
 



FUNDAMENTALS Of PSYCHOLOGY 
 

Psych 110 – Fall 2005 
 

G. L. Baril    203AMH    941-4270  baril@scranton.edu   Office Hours: MW 2:00 and TuTh 2:30 
 

TEXT:  Bernstein, D.A., & Nash, P.W. (2005).  Essentials of Psychology (3nd ed.). N.Y.: Houghton Mifflin. 
 

COURSE OBJECTIVES:  The primary goal of this course is to provide a broad introduction to the knowledge & 

theory of the major areas of the scientific study of behavior & mental processes.  The course should also increase the 

student's understanding of how psychologists find out about psychological processes & how these findings are often 

incongruent with popular views & even common sense.  Finally, the course should contribute to the continuing 

development of study skills. 
 

QUIZZES:  There will be a 12 item multiple choice quiz during the 1st class of every week except Aug 30, Sept 27, 

Nov 1, & Nov 29 (a total of 11 quizzes).  They will be based on the previous week's text & lecture material (text study 

guides will be provided).  There will be 3 quiz grades (each based on 3 or 4 quizzes).  The quizzes will count 22% (6, 

8, & 8%) of the course grade. 
 

EXAMS:  There will be 3 multiple choice examinations:  2 on the dates below & 1 during the final exam period.  The 

3
rd

 exam is not comprehensive.  The 3 exams count a total of 78% (22, 28, & 28%) of the course grade, & will be 

based on lecture & text material. 
 

GRADING:  Each quiz & exam grade is based on the highest score in the class (or 90% of the maximum possible 

score, whichever is higher) which receives a grade point score of 4.66.  Half of the top score receives a 1.00.  Every 

other score between these two values and below 1.00 is calculated by interpolation.  The University's grade point 

system is:  A (4.00), A- (3.67-3.99), B+ (3.33-3.66), B (3.00-3.32), B- (2.67-2.99), C+ (2.33-2.66), C (2.00-2.32), D+ 

(1.50-1.99), D (1.00-1.49), F (0-.99). 
 

RESEARCH PARTICIPATION:  To contribute to the advancement of psychology & as part of your educational 

experience, you will be participating in a psychological study (to be announced).  As an alternative, you can write a 

one page summary (handwritten with the full reference at the top) of the research methods used in a published study 

you find in the library based on a reference in the back of the text.  If you choose this alternative, it is due the last day 

of class. 
 

CUT POLICY:  Unless excused, each time part of a class is missed, the overall grade will be reduced by .1. 
 

HONESTY: "Integrity in intellectual activity is an indispensable prerequisite for membership in any academic 

community” (Office of Student Affairs, Student Handbook, 2004, p. 40). 
 

WEEKLY TOPICS & ASSIGNMENTS 
 

Aug 30  Introduction to the Science of Psychology  Ch   1 

Sept   6  Biology & Behavior      Ch   2 

 13  Sensation & Perception    Ch   3 

 20  Consciousness;  EXAM (Th)    Ch   4 

 27  Learning      Ch   5 

Oct   4  Memory      Ch   6 

 11   Thought, Language & Intelligence   Ch   7 

 18(-Tu) Motivation & Emotion    Ch   8 

 25  Human Development;      Ch   9 

Nov   1  EXAM (Tu);  Health, Stress & Coping  Ch 10 

   8   Personality      Ch 11 

 15  Social Psychology      Ch 14 

 22(-Th) Psychological Disorders    Ch 12 

 29  Psychological Disorders (continued) 

Dec   6   Therapies      Ch 13 
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SSttaattiissttiiccss  iinn  tthhee  BBeehhaavviioorraall  SScciieenncceess  
 

Psych 210 - Spring 2005 – 102 Hyland - 12:00-12:50 

Galen Baril   203 AMH   941-4270  Office Hours: M-W 3:00, T-Th 2:30 
 

TEXT:  Baril, G. L. (2005).  Basic Statistics in the Behavioral Sciences.  Psychology Department, U.of S. 
 

COURSE GOALS:  To provide a basic understanding of & ability to use both descriptive & inferential statistical 

concepts & procedures. 
 

COMPUTER USE:  To facilitate both an understanding of statistical principles and "real world" applications of 

statistics, SPSS for the PC will be used. 
 

QUIZZES:  There will be a quiz every week (except for exam weeks) based mainly on the Practice Problems at the 

end of the assigned chapter(s) & the use & interpretation of SPSS.  Quizzes will be composed of computational & 

short answer items, can be cumulative (as announced), & count 20% of the course grade.  There will be 3 composite 

quiz grades assigned, each based on a total score of 3 or 4 quizzes.   Missed quizzes, see below. 
 

MID-TERM EXAMS:  There will be 3 mid-term exams counting a total of 40% of the course grade (25%, 35%, 

40% of exam total).  The format will be the same as the quizzes.  Unless there is a documented emergency, a missed 

quiz/exam receives the lowest score on that quiz/exam in the class or 30% of the highest score, whichever is lowest. 
 

FINAL EXAM:  There will be a final exam covering all of the material.  It will count 40% of the grade and have the 

same format as the quizzes & mid-term exams. 
 

GRADING:  Each of the quiz and exam grades will be determined by the highest score in the class (or 90% of the 

maximum possible score, whichever is higher) which receives a grade point score of 4.66.  30% of the 4.66 score 

identifies the 0 point.  Every other score between these two values is calculated by interpolation.  The University's 

grade point system is:  A (4.00)(4.00-4.66 here), A- (3.67-3.99), B+ (3.33-3.66), B (3.00-3.32), B- (2.67-2.99), C+ 

(2.33-2.66), C (2.00-2.32), C- (1.67-1.99), D+ (1.33-1.66), D (1.00-1.32), F (0-.99). 
 

CUT (DISRUPTION) POLICY:  Unless excused, missing part of a class reduces the overall grade by .1. 
 

RULES (points off):  No marks on tables or quizzes/exams in review.  Calculations in spaces provided. 
 

HONESTY:  Copying all/part of exams or quizzes is a violation of the Code of Conduct.  "Integrity in intellectual 

activity is an indispensable prerequisite for membership in any academic community." 
 

WEEK    TOPIC     ASSIGNMENT 
 

Jan 31  Introduction, Frequency Distributions & SPSS  Ch 1 & Ch 2 

   7  Central Tendency & Variability    Ch 3 & Ch 4 

 14  Relationships       Ch 5 

 21  Prediction       Ch 6 

 28   EXAM 1;  Probability      Ch 7 

Mar   7  Probability Distributions     Ch 8 

 14  The Normal Distribution & z-scores    Ch 9 

 21  ** SPRING BREAK ** 

 28 (-M) Null Hypothesis Testing       Ch 10 

Apr   4   NHT; EXAM 2;  t-Test for One Sample & 2 Sets of Scores pg. 61-65 

 11   Two-Sample t-Test, Variance Equality, & Effect Size pg. 65-68, 74, 72   

 18  Confidence Intervals & Power    Ch 12 & pg. 72-73 

 25  Two Group ANOVA      pg. 74-76  

May   2  ANOVA Interactions      pg. 77-81 

   9  EXAM 3;  Chi Square      Ch 15 

 16 (-W,F) Review 



SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Psych 220 - Fall 2005 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  G. L. Baril  (baril@scranton.edu)  203 AMH  941-4270     Office Hours: MW 2:00 and  TuTh 2:30 
 

TEXT: Aronson, E., Wilson, T. D., & Akert, R. M. (2005).  Social Psychology (5th ed.).  New York:  Longman. 
 

COURSE OBJECTIVES:  Learning principles and factual knowledge about how the individual is influenced by and in turn 

influences others.  Along with providing a knowledge of the discipline in general (including how professionals gain new 

knowledge), this course should also increase students' understanding of their own behavior as well as the behavior of others 

(implications for self understanding). 
 

QUIZZES:  There will be a 12 item, multiple choice quiz the 1st class meeting of each week (except Aug 30, Sept 27, Oct 18, 

Nov 1, 8, & 22) covering the previous week's material.  There will be 3 quiz grades, each based the sum of 3 quizzes.  Normally 

a missed quiz will receive the lowest score obtained in the class.  The quizzes will count 22% of the course grade. 
 

EXAMS:  There will be 3 mid-term exams consisting of multiple choice items based on both text & lecture material.  If an exam 

must be missed for good cause, notify the instructor in advance.  Each exam will count 26% of the course grade.  Unless there 

is a documented emergency, a missed quiz/exam receives the lowest score on that quiz/exam in the class or 30% of 

the highest score, whichever is lowest 
 
GRADING:  Exam grades are determined by the highest score in the class (or 90% of the maximum possible score, whichever is 

higher) which receives a grade point value of 4.66.  Half of that score receives a 1.00.  Every other score between these values & 

below is calculated by interpolation.  The University's grade point system is:  A (4.00), A- (3.67-3.99), B+ (3.33-3.66), B (3.00-3.32), B- 

(2.67-2.99), C+ (2.33-2.66), C (2.00-2.32), C- (1.67-1.99), D+ (1.33-1.66), D (1.00-1.32), F(0-.99). 
 

SHORT PAPER:  To provide greater depth in a specific area & a chance to apply the material, a 4 to 6 page paper (typewritten, 

double spaced, APA style with 2 reference listings) is required.  It must be based on 2 closely related journal articles (no books, 

popular media, or reviews) and a personal incident related to the articles' topic. One journal article must be from the textbook 

and one must be recent (last 3 yrs), from the library's Psych Info database, and not referenced in the text or the text article.  The 

paper should contain a (1) 1 page summary of the oldest article, (2) 1 page summary of the other article, (3) description of a 

related incident, & (4) discussion of how the articles do or don't help explain the incident.  The paper with photocopies of the 2 

journal articles is due the week before the test on the topic section.  The 1st article reference from the text is due the week after 

the first class meeting or the last exam.  Students with last names beginning with A thru I must choose a text article from 

chapters 3 thru 5 (& related pages), J thru S choose from chapters 6 thru 9, & T to Z from chapters 10-13.  The paper adds 

between -.50 & +.40 to the overall course grade point.  Remember that quoting a source without quotation marks is a form of 

plagiarism. 
 

CUT POLICY:  Missing part of a class without justification will reduce the course GPA by .1 
 

HONESTY: "Integrity in intellectual activity is an indispensable prerequisite for membership in any academic community” 

(Office of Student Affairs, Student Handbook, 2004, p. 40). 
 

WEEKLY TOPICS And ASSIGNMENTS: 
 

Aug 30 Overview of Social Psychology & Methodology   Ch  1 & 2 

Sept   6 Social Cognition       Ch  3 & 531-39,543-48 

 13 Social Perception       Ch  4 & 539-43 

 20 Self Knowledge       Ch  5 

 27 EXAM 1 (Tu);  Cognitive Dissonance & Self-Esteem  Ch  6 

Oct   4 Attitudes & Attitude Change      Ch  7 

 11 Conformity        Ch  8 

 18(-Tu)Conformity (continued)      519-24 

 25 Group Processes       Ch 9 & 549-50 

Nov   1  EXAM 2 (Tu);  Interpersonal Attraction    Ch 10 

   8 Interpersonal Attraction (continued) 

 15 Prosocial Behavior       Ch 11 

 22(-Th)Prosocial Behavior (continued)     554-55 

 29 Aggression        Ch 12, 550-554 

Dec   1 Prejudice        Ch 13  
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